CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

DATE: 18 JAN 63
TO: DIRECTOR
FROM: SAN JOSE
ACTION: TFW 10
INFO: DDP, CI, CI/OPS, FI, WH, HOS

TO: WAVE
INFO: DIR-QUAT-TECU
CIE: SJOS 3493

3218 (06/8662)

PARA 1 E.
1. JOSE LUIS VALDES MARTI ARRIVED SJOS FROM SALV ON 14 JANUARY 63.
   HE TALKED TO ANTONIO VARGAS WHO TOLD HIM TO REMAIN IN SJAO
   UNTIL PLANS FOR HIS FUTURE HAD BEEN RESOLVED.

2. SOURCE HULAKE-1 FROM VALDES, EVAL C-2.

C/S COMMENT: *REFERENCE RYBAT.

NOT SUITABLE FOR MICROFILM

END OF MESSAGE

ROUTE: 1
INITIAL: E.C.
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